Detergent

Detergent for Wetcleaning & Laundry
H2PRO Detergent is a concentrated cleaning agent that is strong enough for everyday
use, yet gentle enough for use with delicate items processed in water.
H2PRO Detergent contains a buffering system which helps stabilize fabrics by lowering
the inter-fiber friction during the cleaning process, which reduces felting and shrinkage.
This buffering system also aids in minimizing dye bleeding to help preserve colors and
retain their intensity.
With highly active ingredients, H2PRO Detergent is extremely effective in loosening,
surrounding and suspending soil until it can be rinsed away. This helps ensure that
whites stay white and colors stay bright.
H2PRO Detergent can be used in multiple applications including hand washing,
top-loading (home-style) machines, front-loading (high-efficiency) machines and
professional laundry and wetcleaning machines.
H2PRO products are designed to work together for optimal cleaning and finishing results
in water.
When water is the best choice, use H2PRO.

• Concentrated Formula
H2PRO Detergent is a concentrated professional formulation for use in hand washing,
top-load and front-load washing machines, as well as professional wetcleaning systems.

H2PRO™ Detergent is
designed for everyday
use to loosen & suspend
soils so they can be
rinsed away in the
wetcleaning process.

• Loosens & Suspends Soils
Formulated for use in wetcleaning machines, top loading machines or for handwashing,
H2PRO is designed to safely and effectively loosen and suspend soil for removal during
the rinse cycle.
• Performs Effectively at Low Temperatures
Some detergents require higher temperatures to remove soil effectively. H2PRO
Detergent is specially designed to produce great results even in cold water.
• Keeps Whites White & Colors Bright
H2PRO Detergent has excellent soil suspension properties to prevent redeposition. A
special buffering system helps to protect colors from fading and optical brighteners to
keep whites white and colors bright.
• Reduces Felting & Shrinkage
A specially-designed buffering system helps reduce felting and shrinkage to keep your
clothes looking like new and protect against cleaning-related damage.
• Gentle on Delicate Fabrics
Delicate fabrics need special care. H2PRO Detergent offers the best possible care against
fiber damage and shape loss.
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All ingredients are biodegradable. Contains no Proposition 65 listed ingredients or
halogenated compounds.
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Instructions for Using H2PRO™ Detergent
Use H2PRO Detergent
on water-washable
fabrics and hand
washables.

Before cleaning garments, remove any solvent-soluble or hard-set stains using the appropriate
Street’s stain removers. Refer to care label for water temperature.

Hand Washing
1. Use a clean sink or plastic pail. Add 1/4 oz. of H2PRO Detergent for each gallon of water.
2. Soak lightly soiled fabrics for approximately 15 minutes, gently squeezing the wash water
through the fabric periodically. Soak medium to heavily soiled fabrics approximately 30
minutes, squeezing gently periodically.
3. Carefully but thoroughly, squeeze wash water out of fabrics. DO NOT wring fabric.
4. Using another sink or plastic pail, rinse the fabrics with fresh water. Repeat until rinse water is clear.

Top-Loading (Home-Style) Washers
1. Before starting washer, add H2PRO Detergent based on the appropriate water levels below:
For HIGH water level (full load), add 2 ozs. to 4 ozs. based on the degree of soiling
For MEDIUM water level (medium load), add 1 oz. to 3 ozs. based on the degree of soiling
For LOW water level (small load), add 1/2 oz. to 2 ozs. based on the degree of soiling
2. Add soiled fabrics into the wash wheel and select appropriate setting based on care label, fiber content and construction.
Front-Loading (High-Efficiency) Washers
1. Add H2PRO Detergent to the detergent dispenser based on the appropriate load levels below:
For FULL load, add 1 oz. to 1-1/4 oz. based on the degree of soiling
For MEDIUM load, add 3/4 oz. to 1 oz. based on the degree of soiling
For SMALL load, add 1/2 oz. to 3/4 oz. based on the degree of soiling
2. Add soiled fabrics into the wash wheel and select appropriate setting based on care label, fiber content and construction.
Professional Laundry or Wetcleaning Machine
1. Add soiled fabrics into the wash wheel and select appropriate setting based on care label, fiber content and construction.
2. Add H2PRO Detergent at the rate of 1-1/4 oz. to 1-1/2 oz. per 10 gallons of water (refer to machine manual for water equivalents).
Alternatively, detergent can be added at a rate of 2-1/2 oz. to 3 oz. per 10 lbs. of garments.
Fabric Finish
For fabrics requiring a soft and supple hand such as cotton sweaters, blankets, golf shirts and woolens, add H2PRO Fabric Conditioner
to the final rinse cycle. For fabrics requiring a firm hand or fabrics which are difficult to press after processing in water such as rayon,
linen and cotton, add GELATONE® Fabric Finish to the final rinse. Refer to the product packaging or sales sheet for specific use
instructions.
How to Order H2PRO Detergent
H2PRO Detergent is sold by authorized Street’s distributors everywhere. H2PRO Detergent is available in single one-gallon containers,
cases of four, 5-gallon pails or 15-gallon drums.
Before using any chemical product, review the Safety Data Sheet (SDS) for safe handling and proper disposal.
For professional wetcleaning & laundry use only.
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